HORIZON 639 LSO
™

The Right Size for Every Body

Codes L0639 and L0651 Approved
The Horizon™ 639 LSO is Aspen’s newest addition to the popular one-size adjustable Horizon line. Its innovative design delivers
the benefits of added motion restriction in a low-profile brace that offers easy anterior entry. With coverage from the symphysis
pubis to the xiphoid process along with overlapping anterior, lateral and posterior panels, the Horizon 639 LSO provides
multiple layers of support around the entire torso for additional motion restriction in all three planes of motion.

Customizable Xiphoid Extension
Designed to be easily modified, the xiphoid
extension can be adjusted to contour and
conform to varying anatomies. For shorter
patients, it can be easily removed.

Adjustable and Versatile Anterior Panel
Tall, rigid anterior panel provides added
motion restriction and can be positioned
for varying anatomies.

Customizable Lateral Panels
Two lateral panels on either side provide increased
lateral stability and reinforce motion restriction.
Uniquely designed, these customizable panels
can be trimmed down to a single panel for smaller
patients or removed to support patient recovery.

Modularity and Versatility in One Brace

Added Motion Restriction in a Low Profile Design

The Horizon 639 LSO easily steps down to a Horizon 631 LSO and to
a Horizon PRO (Pain Relief Orthosis), the lowest-profile option to help
manage recurring back pain as needed.

The tall, rigid anterior panel and overlapping
lateral/anterior panels offer flexion and lateral
motion restriction without compromising patient
comfort, ensuring patient compliance.
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The Aspen Advantage
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PRODUCT INFORMATION
Horizon 639 LSO

993735

Horizon Extension Panels

993745

Therapy Pack

990005

SIZING
One Size Adjustable

24 - 50 in (61 - 127 cm)

Universal Extension Panel adds 20 in (51 cm)

Up to 70 in (178 cm)

Aspen Medical Products builds the finest spinal braces on the market.
With an unparalleled commitment to Research and Development,
Aspen has brought to market numerous unique features, marked by
the Aspen Advantage logo.
These features yield real benefits for
practitioners and patients. In addition, Aspen braces are backed by
more than 30 years of clinical research that substantiates the safety,
efficacy, superior comfort and improved patient outcomes that these
products provide. Quality products you can count on with features
that make a positive difference. That’s the Aspen Advantage.

The Aspen Advantage Symbol
An innovative feature available only from Aspen

Life Changing Innovation
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